Our Fixed Line Services
Outbound Solutions

Outbound solution services from Comm-Tech are tailored to the unique
requirements of your business and offer significant cost savings on your
outbound calls.

Inbound Solutions

Inbound solutions provide secure online access to a full range of call
routing, monitoring and managing tools, allowing any business to improve
and enhance their customer service.

Telephone Systems

Comm-Tech can provide the highest quality telephone and hosted PBX
systems from a range of top manufacturers. We deliver comprehensive
and reliable telephony options, underpinned by an excellent support
network.

Converged Solutions

Converged solutions which combine your Mobile and Fixed Line services,
can be a great way to reduce your communications costs and simplify
administration whilst improving the efficiency, resilience and customer
service of your business.

Data Connectivity

Comm-Tech can offer a range of data solutions, tailored to your specific
business requirements. Whether you require simple broadband services
or dedicated network and traffic solutions, we can provide an end-to-end
managed solution to meet your needs.

Fixed Line
Communications Centre
33 King Street, Norwich, Norfolk, NR1 1PD
01603 218 600
fixedline@comm-tech.co.uk
comm-tech.co.uk/fixedline
@comm_tech

*

Save over 60% on your
fixed line charges!

Why choose Comm-Tech Fixed?

How much could you save?

Supported by market leading carriers, Comm-Tech’s Fixed Line proposition offers
products and services to meet your individual needs. We’re extremely confident that
we can offer significant line rental cost reductions and savings on
various call destinations.

As part of our consultation process, our experienced team will thoroughly analyse your
monthly calls, proposing a bespoke tariff which could provide significant savings.
See how much Comm-Tech Fixed has saved other businesses:

We have over 27 years of experience in the communications industry
and are always updating our portfolio to keep you at the forefront of
business communication technology.
Comm-Tech offers 24/7/365 support to their customers, ensuring that calls are
always answered. Calls made out of office hours are logged and forwarded onto the
relevant contact.
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How does it work?
We handle everything...
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We collect
your bills
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We analyse
your bills

We propose
your new rates

How do our rates compare?
UK mobile
calls cost
per minute

Standard
UK landline
calls cost
per minute

BT** 12p
From
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£76.32

Comm-Tech Bundle Spend

£33.77

Monthly Saving

£42.55 (56%)

Previous Monthly Spend

£716.10

Comm-Tech Bundle Spend

£489.70

Monthly Saving

£226.40 (32%)

Previous Quarterly Spend

£1432.55

Comm-Tech Bundle Spend

£533.87

Quarterly Saving

£898.68 (63%)

BT 9p

0.67p

What now?
Text FIXED to 66777
and see what Comm-Tech
can do for your business
Standard text messaging rates apply

*Average saving based on January 2014 client proposals
**Based on current standard daytime BT rates published 19th April 2013

£1531.88
saving
over life of
contract

£8150.32
saving
over life of
contract

£10784.16
saving
over life of
contract

Bill analysis completed based on bills as provided by the customer.
Savings calculated based on 36 month contract.

1.6p
**

From
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We migrate
your account and
you save money!

Previous Monthly Spend

Text ‘Fixed’
to 66777
to find out
more
Standard text
messaging rates apply

